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Abstract— The current trend for deep learning has come
with an enormous computational need for billions of Multiply-
Accumulate (MAC) operations per inference. Fortunately,
reduced precision has demonstrated large benefits with low
impact on accuracy, paving the way towards processing in mobile
devices and IoT nodes. To this end, various precision-scalable
MAC architectures optimized for neural networks have recently
been proposed. Yet, it has been hard to comprehend their
differences and make a fair judgment of their relative benefits
as they have been implemented with different technologies and
performance targets. To overcome this, this work exhaustively
reviews the state-of-the-art precision-scalable MAC architectures
and unifies them in a new taxonomy. Subsequently, these different
topologies are thoroughly benchmarked in a 28 nm commercial
CMOS process, across a wide range of performance targets, and
with precision ranging from 2 to 8 bits. Circuits are analyzed for
each precision as well as jointly in practical use cases, highlighting
the impact of architectures and scalability in terms of energy,
throughput, area and bandwidth, aiming to understand the key
trends to reduce computation costs in neural-network processing.

Index Terms— ASIC, deep neural networks, precision-scalable
circuits, configurable circuits, MAC, multiply-accumulate units.

I. INTRODUCTION

EMBEDDED deep learning has gained a lot of attention
nowadays due to its broad application prospects and vast

potential market. However, the main challenge to embrace
this era of edge intelligence comes from the supply-and-
demand gap between the limited energy budget of embedded
devices, often battery powered, and the computationally-
intensive deep-learning algorithms, requiring billions of
Multiply-Accumulate (MAC) operations and data movements.

To alleviate this unbalanced relationship, many approaches
have been investigated at different levels of abstraction.
At algorithmic level, researchers have introduced hardware-
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racy [1], [2]. At system-architecture level, dataflow schemes 
and memory hierarchies have been wildly studied to optimize 
data movement and storage [3]–[5]. Finally, new topologies 
have been proposed at circuit level to improve energy or per-
formance beyond conventional design by exploiting data local-
ity or error tolerance [6]–[8].

Among these techniques, reduced-precision computing has 
demonstrated large benefits with low or negligible impact on 
the network accuracy [9], [10]. It has been shown that the 
optimal precision not only varies from one neural network to 
another, it also can vary within a neural network itself [11],
[12], from layer to layer or even from channel to channel. This 
has lead to a new trend of ultra-efficient run-time precision-
scalable neural processors for embedded Deep Neural Network 
(DNN) processing in mobile devices and IoT nodes.

Accordingly, many run-time precision-scalable MAC archi-
tectures have been introduced in the recent years, built either 
with high parallelization capabilities [13]–[16] or serial 
approaches [17]–[21]. However, it has been difficult to assess 
their efficiency or to decide on a topology for several reasons. 
Firstly, they have been implemented in various process tech-
nologies, nonidentical bitwidths or scalability levels, or have 
been integrated into entirely different systems. Secondly, few 
works evaluate their performances against a baseline design, 
i.e. a MAC unit without scalability, to clearly show the con-
figurability overheads. Finally, many designs are based on ad-
hoc scalability techniques, lacking a systematic approach and a
clear analysis of which scalability principles are common,
respectively distinct, between different implementations.

This work ambitions to overcome these issues through the 
following contributions:

• A new taxonomy is proposed, which categorizes
all the existing precision-scalable MAC architectures,
uncovers their design patterns, and links MAC-level
design decisions to array-level and algorithm-level
choices (section II).

• An exhaustive and illustrated survey of state-of-the-art
precision-configurable MAC architectures is presented,
to help understand their circuit topologies and function-
ality differences. (section III).

• A detailed analysis of precision scaling and its overheads
is conducted for each MAC architecture in terms of
energy, area, bandwidth and throughput (sections IV-V).

• A comparative study of all scalable-precision MAC units
is made across a wide range of performance targets, both
at a nominal supply voltage and under Dynamic Voltage-
Frequency Scaling (section VI).
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Fig. 1. Loop format for (a) fully-connected and (b) convolutional
computations.

• An investigation of three practical cases of utilization
is proposed, assuming different proportions of reduced-
precision operations, exploring their impact on the opti-
mal architecture selection (section VII).

Source code and supplementary materials are available
online at: https://github.com/vincent-camus/benchmarking-
precision-scalable-mac-units.

II. DATAFLOW IMPLICATIONS OF PRECISION SCALABILITY

This section first introduces two dataflow scalability options,
Sum Apart (SA) and Sum Together (ST), with implications at
algorithmic, Processing Element (PE) array, and PE levels,
showing that run-time precision scalability is tightly interwo-
ven with neural-network dataflow considerations. It then maps
the state-of-the-art precision-scalable MAC architectures into
these categories and proposes a general MAC taxonomy.

A. SA and ST at Algorithm Level

The concepts of Sum Apart (SA) and Sum Together (ST)
were introduced at PE level by Mei et. al [16] to qualify
two opposite ways of accumulating subword-parallel compu-
tations: SA keeps the parallel-generated products separately,
while ST sums them together to form one single output result.
These concepts can be applied to differentiate algorithm-level
characteristics of neural-network workloads.

Fig. 1 illustrates fully-connected and convolutional DNN
layer computations in a nested-loop format. Indexes appearing
on the left-hand side of the MAC operation (b, k, y and x)
indicate that all their related partial results are accumulated and
stored into distinct output variables, corresponding to SA-type
accumulations. On the contrary, indexes which do not appear
in the output (c, fy and fx) indicate that those partial results are
accumulated together along these dimensions, corresponding
to ST-type accumulations. All loops are divided into either
SA or ST types.

B. SA and ST at PE-Array Level

Many state-of-the-art deep-learning processors rely on a
multi-dimensional PE array to support convolutions or matrix
multiplications. The architectures of such arrays are
tightly connected to the targeted dataflow (spatial-unrolling
scheme) [3], and can once again be categorized into SA and
ST behaviors along each array dimension.

For example, a 2D PE array can be categorized into
three types, SA-SA, SA-ST, or ST-ST, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Three types of two-dimensional PE array.

An SA-SA array hence supports spatial unrolling of two
SA-type loops along its two geometric dimensions, while an
SA-ST array unrolls one from each loop, and finally an ST-
ST unrolls two ST-type loops. The choice of SA or ST array
structure determines the accumulation islands in the array.

This allows categorizing neural-network accelerators into
each of three different classes: SA-SA arrays contain only
one single PE per accumulation island, also called Output-
Stationary arrays, which typically accumulate results across
clock cycles [22], [23]. SA-ST arrays contain a 1D vector of
PEs per accumulation island whose results are added together,
either in a systolic way [24], [25] or through a single-cycle
accumulator [26], [27]. ST-ST arrays integrate all the PEs into
a single accumulation island, e.g. with a 2D-accumulated adder
tree [28], [29], a systolic array, or a 1D-accumulated adder tree
plus systolic array.

C. SA and ST at Precision-Scalable MAC-Unit Level

When scaling computational precision down to a frac-
tion of the full-precision operation, spatial precision-scalable
MACs typically subdivide the PE into several parallel smaller-
resolution PEs. As such, each nominal PE then becomes a
PE array on itself, which offers more spatial loop-unrolling
opportunities along SA or ST dimensions. Many precision-
scalable MAC architectures have been presented in literature,
which can be categorized along this SA and ST concept.

In full-precision mode, SA and ST MACs behave identi-
cally: only one result is generated every clock cycle. In scaled-
precision mode, several low-precision results are generated in
parallel. The major difference between SA and ST MACs
is that SA MACs keep these sub-products separately, thus
generating several results in multiple output registers, while
ST MACs sum them together to obtain a single accumulated
result, requiring only one register.

In existing neural-network computing patterns, there is an
implicit rule that if multiplications share an operand, their
products cannot be added together. Alternatively speaking,
only products that belong to different output values have the
opportunity to share input values, either weight or activation.
This algorithmic constraint contributes to the fundamental
input-output bandwidth trade-off between SA and ST MACs.
This will be covered in more details in Section III.

D. Taxonomy

Building upon these concepts of ST and SA, Table I
presents the complete taxonomy of precision-scalable MAC
architectures used in the remainder of this paper.

Vertically, all precision-scalable MAC architectures are first
organized into spatial and temporal precision-scaling tech-
niques. In the category of spatial precision configurability,
the MACs spatially split into several lower-precision arith-
metic operators in reduced-precision modes. They are further
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TABLE I

TAXONOMY OF PRECISION-SCALABLE MAC ARCHITECTURES

categorized using the ST and SA principles. The category
of temporal precision-scalable MACs have a totally differ-
ent working principle. They perform multiplication through
temporal iteration of repeated add-shift operations. Reduced-
precision operation is achieved by just reducing the number of
temporal iterations. Temporal-based MACs are further grouped
in Bit Serial and Multibit Serial, based on the bitwidth of
the input data that are serially fed in at every iteration.
In summary, reducing precision of input operands helps
spatially-reconfigurable MACs to carry out more MAC oper-
ations in parallel, while it helps temporally-reconfigurable
MACs to reduce the total number of clock cycles to finish
one MAC operation.

Horizontally, architectures are categorized into three sub-
types, depending on their input (weight and activation) scaling
characteristics. “1D scalable” indicates that only one of the
input operands is able to scale to lower bitwidth, while the
other always stays at full-precision. “2D scalable” MACs break
this constraint so that both input operands can scale indepen-
dently. Finally, “2D symmetric scalable” MACs allow the two
input operands to both scale, yet only to the same precision.
Note that in 2D temporal-based MACs, the two operands are
naturally independent, hence the last column is empty.

Table I maps the existing state-of-the-art precision-scalable
MAC architectures onto this new taxonomy, and proposes new
names for unification. As will become clear in the next section,
all Divide-and-Conquer (D&C) architectures use a bottom-up
design methodology: their multiplier logic is formed by
combining several individual and identical sub-blocks, which
are always active. Their configurability is in the intercon-
nection and shift-add logic. Conversely, Subword-Parallel
(SWP) architectures start from a top-down design philoso-
phy: their single-block full-precision multiplier is selectively
gated to reuse existing arithmetic cells in reduced-precision
modes.

Note that a MAC unit is intrinsically a 2D architecture
(with two input operands, activation and weight). By selecting
a different precision scalability method listed in Table I for
each dimension, a lot of hybrid precision-scalable MAC units
can be created. For example, SA-ST MAC architectures or
temporal-spatial mixed MAC architectures. This paper how-
ever focuses on discussing and comparing the pure architec-
tural categories, as listed in Table I.

III. SURVEY OF SCALABLE MAC ARCHITECTURES

This section is a tutorial of all precision-scalable MAC
architectures listed in Table I. Their working principles, sim-
ilarities and differences are fully discussed, and figures are
shown to illustrate their computing states under different
modes, assuming a 4-bit register headroom for output accu-
mulation.

Fig. 3. Data-gated conventional MAC for either one full-precision 8b×8b,
one symmetric 4b×4b, or one weight-only 2b×8b operation.

A. Data-Gated Conventional MAC
The baseline of this study is a data-gated conventional

MAC unit as in [11]. When scaled precision is applied, only
the MSBs are used for computation while the LSBs are kept at
zero. Hence, the switching activity is reduced. As the critical
path going only through the MSBs is shorter, the frequency
can dynamically be increased or the supply voltage can be
lowered at equal throughput.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3, showing from left to right the use
with 8b full precision, 4b symmetric scaling, and 2b weight-
only scaling. When computing in reduced precision modes,
some parts of the multiplier and accumulator logic are gated
by zeroing input data, as shown by the shaded areas. However,
as this MAC does not embed any configurability feature, such
as selective clock gating, all registers remain clocked despite
the fact that no data reaches their LSBs.

B. 1D Divide-and-Conquer SA (DNPU)
Fig. 4 shows the MAC architecture of the Deep Neural

Processing Unit (DNPU), introduced by Shin et. al [13]
and characterized as a 1D D&C SA MAC unit in the new
taxonomy.

Its 8b×8b multiplier is built out of four 2b×8b submul-
tipliers followed by configurable shift-and-add logic blocks.
Only one of its inputs is functionally scalable, hence its 1D
scalability. More specifically, the top input is subword scalable,
while the left 8b input is treated as one operand across all
modes and shared by all sub-multiplier blocks. By gating the
shift-and-add logic in reduced precision modes, 2 or 4 results
are generated in parallel and kept separately, which explains
its SA nature.

Note that like other SA-type MACs, each subword-output
register requires its own accumulation headroom. For this
reason, SA MACs will suffer more from a large headroom than
temporal and ST MACs, which only require this headroom
once.
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Fig. 4. Weight-only precision scaling in a 1D D&C SA MAC configured
for either one 8b×8b, two 4b×8b, or four 2b×8b operations per cycle.

Fig. 5. Weight-only precision scaling in a 1D D&C ST MAC configured for
either one 8b×8b, two 4b×8b, or four 2b×8b operations per cycle.

C. 1D Divide-and-Conquer ST

A 1D D&C ST MAC is uncovered by the new taxonomy.
This MAC is also only one-dimension scalable. However, at
reduced precision, instead of storing parallel-generated results
separately, the 1D D&C ST MAC accumulates them. As
shown in Fig. 5, the intermediate adders in the configurable
shift-add logic are not by-passed but reused for the ST
accumulation.

Although the output bandwidth is reduced by only
producing one result, the input bandwidth dramatically
increases when precision scales down as it requires distinct
8-bit activations. This stems from the fact that neural-network
computational kernels can share inputs across computations
for different outputs, but are unable to share multiplicands
across results accumulated into the same output.

D. 2D Divide-and-Conquer SA

A 2D D&C SA architecture emerges from the newly
introduced taxonomy. Its baseline 8b×8b multiplier can be
implemented out of 16 2b×2b multipliers together with con-
figurable shift-and-add logic blocks, which together enable it
to perform either one 8b×8b, two 4b×8b, four 4b×4b, four
2b×8b, eight 2b×4b, or sixteen 2b×2b multiplications in one
cycle. Fig. 6 demonstrates its four working states.

In reduced precision modes, the SA principle again
results in an output bandwidth explosion, e.g. visible in the
in 2D D&C SA 2b×2b mode of Fig. 6 (bottom-right). A
second disadvantage of this architecture is the limited applica-
bility. 2D D&C SA unit only supports convolutional work-
loads or batched workloads, as batch-1 fully-connected neural
network layers do not allow data sharing across both operands.

Fig. 6. Precision scaling in a 2D D&C SA MAC configured for either one
8b×8b, four 4b×4b, four 2b×8b, or sixteen 2b×2b operations per cycle.

E. 2D Divide-and-Conquer ST (BitFusion)

BitFusion, proposed by Sharma et. al [14], is a 2D
D&C ST MAC unit. Similar to the previous 2D D&C SA
architecture, it is capable of executing one 8b×8b, two 4b×8b,
four 4b×4b, four 2b×8b, eight 2b×4b, or sixteen 2b×2b
multiplications in one clock cycle. Fig. 7 presents four of
its computing modes. Instead of keeping parallelly-generated
products apart, 2D D&C ST sum them together thus avoiding
output bandwidth explosion. Yet, as a consequence, input
sharing is not possible, boosting the required input bandwidth
at reduced precision modes.

In BitBlade, a variant of BitFusion introduced by
Ryu et. al [21], the shifting logic is pulled out of each
MAC unit and shared across sixteen 2b×2b sub-multipliers of
different MACs of the MAC array to reduce the configurability
overhead. However, this work only focuses on MAC-level
techniques, besides, this array-level optimization is applicable
to many other MAC architectures. Therefore, BitBlade is not
included in this benchmarking study.

F. Subword-Parallel SA (DVAFS)

The so-called Dynamic Voltage-Accuracy-Frequency Scal-
ing (DVAFS) MAC, developed by Moons et. al [23] can be
categorized as a Subword-Parallel (SWP) SA MAC in the
proposed taxonomy.

Unlike all previously discussed precision-scalable MAC
types, SWP SA is a 2D symmetric scalable architecture, which
follows a top-down design methodology. Its functional 8b
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Fig. 7. Precision scaling in a 2D D&C ST (BitFusion) MAC configured for
one 8b×8b, four 4b×4b, four 2b×8b, or sixteen 2b×2b operations per cycle.

multiplier is no longer realized by fusing several smaller multi-
pliers with a configurable interconnect. Instead, it exploits the
interconnection pattern of an array multiplier and selectively
gates/activates parts of the arithmetic logic to perform one
8b×8b, two 4b×4b, and four 2b×2b MAC operation(s) within
one clock cycle, as shown in Fig. 8. Large output registers are
required due to the SA principle with its required duplicated
register headroom.

Note that in reduced precision modes, three types of region
appear in the array multiplier, depicted by differently shaded
areas. The blue blocks marked with an “X” are active multipli-
cation logic. The gray stripes represent fully-gated logic. And
most importantly, the light-blue stripes localize cells which are
not employed for arithmetic, but are active for propagating
the intermediate results from the active multiplication logic
to the bottom-right corner of the array multiplier, where the
outputs are collected, hence preventing complete gating of
these regions.

G. Subword-Parallel ST (ST)

The Sum Together (ST) version of the SWP MAC unit,
introduced by Mei et. al [16] is also a 2D symmetric scalable
architecture, based on an array multiplier. But unlike SWP SA,
SWP ST adds all subword results together by activating the
array multiplier into an opposite diagonal pattern, as shown
in Fig. 9. Such configuration saves addition logic, as it uses the
multiplier array cells to implicitly perform the addition. The
propagating region that can not be fully gated, shrinks along

Fig. 8. Symmetric precision scaling in a SWP SA (DVAFS) MAC configured
for either one 8b×8b, two 4b×4b, or four 2b×2b operations per cycle.

Fig. 9. Symmetric precision scaling in a SWP ST MAC configured for either
one 8b×8b, two 4b×4b, or four 2b×2b operations per cycle.

the precision down-scaling, while the critical path remains
roughly the same, which are just opposite to SWP SA.

It is worthy notifying that, compared to other ST architec-
tures, the input bandwidth of SWP ST remains the same across
precision modes at the cost of partly gating its arithmetic
blocks when precision scales down. So, there is a tradeoff
for ST-type MACs between input bandwidth consistency and
high hardware utilization.

H. 1D Bit-Serial Designs (UNPU)

Bit-serial designs have recently gained attention with both
the Unified Neural Processing Unit (UNPU) by Lee et. al [17]
and the QUEST log-quantized 3D-stacked inference engine
by Ueyoshi et. al [20]. Indeed, bit-serial operand feeding
implicitly allows fully-variable bit precision.

Considered in this study, the UNPU bit-serial MAC receives
weights through 1-bit iterations while activations are kept at
full precision and sent in a parallel manner. Illustrated in
Fig. 10, this design is thus categorized as a 1D bit-serial
architecture. Scaling activations is possible by data gating.

The implementation chosen in this study assumes a right-
shifting sequential multiplier as it requires a smaller firststage
adder than a left-shifting design, preventing long carry prop-
agation and sign-bit extension.

In [18], the original 1D bit-serial concept has been extended
to 1D multi-bit serial designs. Fig. 11 shows the example
of a 1D 4-bit serial MAC, where weights are fed in 4 bits
at a time. This scheme requires only 2 clock cycles for an
8-bit computation, hence reducing the energy consumed in
the clock tree and registers. Lower precision can be obtained
by gating the unnecessary bits, as in the right of Fig. 11. This
survey includes both 1D 2-bit and 4-bit serial MACs.

I. 2D Bit-Serial Designs (LOOM)

LOOM, designed by Sharify et. al [19], has extended the
1D bit-serial approach to a 2D scalable architecture. This
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Fig. 10. Weight-only precision scaling in a bit-serial MAC configured for
either 8b×8b, 4b×8b, or 2b×8b operations.

Fig. 11. Weight-only precision scaling in a 4-bit serial MAC configured for
either 8b×8b, 4b×8b, or 2b×8b (by gating the 4b×8b) operations.

2D scalable design feeds both input operands bit-serially,
as illustrated in Fig. 12. By doing so, the bit-wise AND logic
from Fig. 10 is further simplified to a single AND gate, but
the number of clock cycles to complete one MAC operation is
increased to the product of activation and weight precisions.

Since both input operands are fetched bit by bit and all
input bit combinations need to be traversed, a more complex
input feed-in schedule and control logic are required. Fig. 13
presents the 4b×4b-operation scheduling used in this work.

Note that the input fetching pattern is not regular and
contains repetitions. For example, in this 4b×4b case,
the bit-by-bit weight fetching sequence is: w0, w1, w0, w2,
w1, w0, w3, w2, w1, w0, . . . . In addition, unlike 1D bit-serial
units that perform a right shift at each clock cycle, 2D bit-
serial units shift partial products irregularly, as indicated by
the red arrows in Fig. 13.

2D bit-serial implementations can also be implemented in a
multi-bit processing fashion. Fig. 14 exhibits a 2D 4-bit serial
design under three different precision modes. By feeding in 4
bits at a time for both operands, the number of compute cycles
is drastically reduced. Note that since the basic arithmetic
block is a 4b multiplier, the precision scaling can only be
pushed down to 4 bits. Scaling below 4 bits is again enabled
through LSB data gating. This survey includes both 2D 2-bit
and 4-bit serial MACs.

IV. DESIGN AND BENCHMARK METHODOLOGY

The remainder of this paper puts together individual eval-
uations and comparative studies of all the aforementioned
precision-scalable MAC architectures. To this end, the present
section describes the methodology used for implementing and
benchmarking these circuits for 5 precision modes: 8b×8b full
precision, 2b×2b and 4b×4b symmetric scaling, and 2b×8b
and 4b×8b weight-only scaling.

Fig. 12. Symmetric precision scaling in a 2D serial MAC configured for
either 8b×8b, 4b×4b, or 2b×2b operations.

Fig. 13. A bit-wise feed-in schedule for 2D bit-serial circuit in 4b×4b mode.

Fig. 14. Symmetric precision scaling in a 2D 4-bit serial MAC configured
for either 8b×8b, 4b×4b, or 2b×2b (by gating the 4b×4b) operations.

A. Design Considerations and Assumptions

To ensure the fairness of this study, all MAC architectures
are designed with equivalent features and optimizations.

They are all built with a two-stage pipeline structure for the
8b full-precision baseline. To support the different precision
modes, their accumulation registers are partitioned and gated
as shown on Fig. 15. The accumulation headroom is 4b for any
precision mode. Outputs are updated and stored separately for
SA MACs (Fig. 15a), and into a single unpartitioned register
for ST and temporal-based scalable MACs (Fig. 15b).

As the greater part of embedded neural networks uses ReLU
activation in between layers, which only produces positive
values, all designs assume a signed-weight and unsigned-
activation representation. This choice, however, should have
little impact on the relative architecture comparison if consid-
ering fully signed representation.

Input registers and overheads that can be shared among
multiple PEs (e.g. control logic or finite state machines) are
excluded from area and internal power reporting.

To keep this architectural study as general as possible,
no individual optimization techniques nor features are con-
sidered for any design. For instance, LUT-acceleration [13],
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Fig. 15. Register settings for SWP SA (a) and SWP ST (b) MAC units.

or sparse-operation guarding [30] are not implemented. These
orthogonal methods can generally benefit many architectures.

B. Design Space

Multiple implementations of each architecture are made,
varying the level of scalability, i.e. the scalability granularity.
For instance, a 1-level scalable design allows to scale from 8b
down to 4b by design, the 2b mode being carried out by data
gating over the 4b mode. Data gating is applied from LSB to
MSB to prevent unnecessary energy spent on carry propaga-
tion and sign-bit extension. A 2-level scalable design directly
allows to scale down to 4b and 2b by design. Requiring
different circuit and neural-network implementations, binary
computations (1b precision) are not considered in this study.

Since the various MAC architectures should have very
different optimal operating frequencies, this study explores a
broad range of clock targets with frequencies from 600 MHz
to 4 GHz. To allow each mode to find its optimum, constraint
sweeps are applied individually to each mode.

C. Physical Implementation and Timing Analysis

The performance of the MAC architectures is evaluated
through synthesis and simulation in a commercially-available
28 nm low-leakage process in typical corner and with a
nominal supply voltage of 1 V. Circuits are synthesized
from abstract-level SystemVerilog descriptions using Cadence
Genus with high-effort compilation options. Conservative
power models are used for synthesis and power estimation.

The delay of mode-control signals is not optimized as it is
assumed that the same precision is used for many cycles in a
row (e.g. for processing a full DNN layer).

To enforce the scaling of the critical path at reduced
precision, a multi-mode timing optimization is carried out to
optimize the speed for each scaling scenario. Circuit delay is
thus constrained and measured independently in each mode
(even if the unit does not allow scaling by design, e.g.
the conventional MAC still receives multiple constraints to
optimize the shorter critical paths when data-gating inputs).
For each precision mode, known static signals and unused
registers are declared as such to prevent Static Timing Analysis
(STA), which is workload-agnostic, to unnecessarily spend
resources on them.

D. Power Estimation

Power consumption is estimated through post-synthesis
simulations at maximum operating frequency for each mode
with ModelSim simulator and Cadence power extraction. This
switching-activity-based estimation is very important as the
gated or unused logic, depending of the precision mode, can
lead to large differences in dynamic power.

The simulation for each mode consisted out of 10,000 MAC
operations with an accumulator-register reset every 50 opera-
tions A set of Gaussian-distributed random numbers represen-
tative for quantized DNNs trained for CIFAR-10 is used for
simulation.

Input registers and overhead shareable among several MACs
within an array are not included in the reported power results.

E. DVFS

Dynamic Voltage-Frequency Scaling (DVFS) provides an
additional dimension for power-frequency optimization, allow-
ing to dynamically move the operational point closer to a
mode’s optimal point and to further increase energy efficiency.

This study models the impact of DVFS on the circuits,
assessing throughput and energy for each mode while sweep-
ing the voltage from 1 V down to 0.8 V. To this end, the delay
between the 0.8 V and 1 V characterized libraries is esti-
mated using the Sakurai-Newton model [31], while the energy
is quadratically interpolated from the previous gate-level
simulations.

V. DETAILED ANALYSIS

This section evaluates the circuit characteristics for one
representative synthesized instance of each architecture for
each scalability level. For this detailed analysis, only the circuit
with the lowest energy-delay-area product is selected.

Figs. 16-19 show the breakdown of memory bandwidth,
energy per operation, and silicon area of the circuits. The left
subfigures display symmetric scaling scenarios while the right
ones display weight-only scaling. Triplets of bars differentiate
the precision scenarios (8, 4 or 2 bits) for each instance.

A. Bandwidth

Figs. 16a-b present the required memory bandwidth per
clock cycle of the different MAC units over each mode.

This shows the internal trade-off between input and output
bandwidths. SA MACs produce multiple independent results
in parallel, hence increasing the output bandwidth when preci-
sion scales down by design (i.e. down to 4b for 1-level scalable
circuits and down to 2b for 2-level ones). However, since most
neural networks allow data reuse over different outputs, inputs
can be shared among the sub-computations, leading to a lower
input bandwidth.

Inversely, ST MACs only store one result, which is the sum
of multiple low-precision multiplications, leading to a rela-
tively small output bandwidth. However, since those products
are parts of one output element, they cannot share the same
inputs. This results in a largely increased input bandwidth.
For example, in order to keep its 16 arithmetic blocks busy
in 2b×2b mode, the input bandwidth of 2D D&C ST explodes.
Such highly-unsteady bandwidth may complicate its memory
interface and its integration into a chip.

Finally, the much smaller bandwidth of temporal-based
MAC units could be a huge advantage over spatial-based
designs for narrow memory-band systems. However, as their
computing capability is also lower, this result should be
considered relatively to the computational throughput.

B. Bandwidth per Operation
Figs. 17a-b therefore show the bandwidth per operation

of each MAC, derived from above-mentioned bandwidth
(bit/clock cycle) and computing capability (operation/clock
cycle).
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Fig. 16. Bar charts of the bandwidth per clock cycle of precision-scalable MAC units for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling scenarios.

Fig. 17. Bar charts of the bandwidth per operation of precision-scalable MAC units for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling scenarios.

Fig. 18. Bar charts of the normalized circuit throughput of precision-scalable MAC units for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling scenarios.

Fig. 19. Bar chart of the normalized area of precision-scalable MAC units.
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As expected, at full precision, all MACs have the same
bandwidth per operation. With precision scaling down,
ST-type MACs show superiority over others, especially 1D
and 2D D&C ST. Indeed, their arithmetic block remains fully
utilized, which keeps their computing capability high, and
their output bandwidth remains very low, which balances the
increased input bandwidth.

For symmetric scaling, SWP MACs lose their advantage
because of their unused arithmetic logic, leading to a relatively
low computing capability. SWP ST is slightly better than
SWP SA because with the same computing capability, it has
lower bandwidth requirements. For asymmetric scaling, SWP
MACs only benefit from data gating, behaving like the baseline
circuit.

In temporally-scaled MAC units the low bandwidth and
low compute capacity compensate for each other, resulting
in similar bandwidth per operations as baseline circuit.

C. Throughput Evaluation

Figs. 18a-b compare the measured throughput of the dif-
ferent architectures normalized to the data-gated conventional
MAC in full-precision mode.

At 8b and 4b precisions, most designs display similar
throughputs in their 1-level and 2-level variants. This result
demonstrates that throughput is not affected by the level
of scalability, contrarily to area and energy. Hence, systems
targeting high performance can fearlessly consider embedding
many precision modes.

The speed gain obtained by data gating the 1-level designs
from 4b to 2b is negligible despite the multi-mode optimiza-
tion. Conversely, scalability levels bring a near-quadratic boost
to performance for all designs. 2-level scalable designs reach
impressively high throughput factors in 2b precision. Above
all, 2D D&C SA achieves 14.5× the base throughput for
symmetric scaling, thanks to its 16 parallel sub-computations.
Its compatibility with both symmetric and asymmetric scaling
allows it to even reach a good second-ranking in weight-only
scaling with 3.1× base throughput.

Interestingly, the 2-level 1D D&C SA appears versatile for
both weight-only and symmetric scaling in spite of not being
optimized for it. It reaches an excellent 4.6× and 3.5× base
throughput for symmetric and asymmetric scenarios, respec-
tively. This is due to its first-stage adder, which remains in the
critical path in all modes, and thus, whose optimization jointly
benefits to all modes. While for SWP designs, the multiplier
hardware has to be co-optimized for different objectives as
the critical path changes from one mode to the other. Another
reason for its great speed is its SA accumulation stage which
only contains short and therefore faster adders.

D. Area Breakdown

Fig. 19 shows the area breakdown of the different MAC
units synthesized in a 28 nm CMOS process normalized to the
area of the data-gated conventional MAC circuit.

Not surprisingly, all scalable units based on sub-
computation parallelism requires overhead for configurabil-
ity. Among them, 1D and 2D D&C approaches are the
most area-consuming due to customized internal structures,
with 2D D&C designs requiring up to 4.4× the area of a
conventional MAC (without including the input registers as
mentioned in IV-A).

On the contrary, SWP MACs mitigate the overhead
by reusing redundant arithmetic cells for subword-parallel
computations. SWP ST circuits are particularly optimal, with
only 10% to 18% overhead for 1 and 2-level scalability,
respectively.

Serial designs are the only type requiring less area than the
conventional multiplier, allowing area savings up to 40% on
the MAC circuit for area-constrained systems.

Concerning the sequential area (dark bars), D&C SA
designs require far more registers than others. This is due
to their wide asymmetric sub-products (as one operand is
kept full-precision), as well as the quadratic increase of sub-
products for 2D D&C SA. Although SA-type, SWP SA keeps
a low and slow-growing sequential area at the cost of a
sacrificed throughput.

E. Energy Overhead at Full Precision

Figs. 20-27 show the breakdown of energy per operation
when scaling precision for each type of architecture. The
left subfigures show symmetric scaling scenarios while the
right ones show weight-only scaling. All energy values are
normalized to the same full-precision data-gated conventional
MAC drawn with a solid black line.

Processing at full precision with scalable designs always
comes with some energy penalty. For 1D D&C and
SWP MACs (Figs. 20-21, 24-25), energy overheads for 8b
computations are in the order of 20% to 40% for 1 and
2 levels of scalability, respectively. For 2D D&C architectures
(Figs. 22-23), these costs increase to 52% and 94%.

Serial designs (Figs. 26-27) require much more energy at
full precision due to their need for several clock cycles per
computation, diluting the power into the clock tree. At full
precision, the 1D bit-serial MAC consumes 3.3× as much
energy per operation as data gating, and the 2D bit-serial
14× as much.

Reassuringly, 1D multi-bit serial designs come at a lower
energy penalty: the 2-bit serial MAC consumes 2.2× baseline
energy, while it is also able to scale precision down to 2 bits
by design, and the 4-bit serial MAC reduces the cost to 1.5×
as much as data gating.

For nearly all circuits, the 2-level MAC consumes more
at full precision than its 1-level version. Singularly, this is
not the case for 1D D&C ST and SWP ST architectures, for
which the second level of scalability costs barely more than the
first. This is connected to their simpler ST-style accumulation
coupled to their efficient reuse of multiplication logic.

F. Energy Scaling

Figs. 20-27 allow to evaluate the scaling efficiency of each
architecture.

In general, reducing precision of both weights and activa-
tions (left subfigures) with simple data gating leads to linear
energy savings with respect to the bit precision. In comparison,
all scalable MACs show a steeper slope between 8b and 4b
precision, meaning that they save energy in a superlinear
way with bit precision. Below 4 bits, 1-level scalable circuits
(including 1D and 2D 4-bit serial MACs) can only scale
precision through data gating, returning to the slope of the
baseline. Despite less scalable, these designs exhibit decent
energy savings compared to 2-level scalable MACs thanks to
lower overheads.
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Fig. 20. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in a 1D D&C SA MAC (DNPU) [13].

Fig. 21. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in a 1D D&C ST MAC.

Fig. 22. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in a 2D D&C SA MAC.

Fig. 23. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in a 2D D&C ST MAC (BitFusion) [14].

When preserving full-precision activations (right subfig-
ures), savings are without exception far lower. The two
SWP architectures (Figs. 24-25) can only scale energy through
data gating, hence they are unsuitable for weight-only scaling.
Even though their architecture is built for both scenarios,
2D D&C (Figs. 22-23) and 2D serial (Fig. 27) MACs also
seem ineffective for weight-only scaling. Only the 1D D&C ST

Fig. 24. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in a SWP SA MAC (DVAFS) [15].

Fig. 25. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in a SWP ST MAC (ST) [16].

Fig. 26. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in 1D serial [17] and multibit-serial MACs [18]. Beware of the scale.

Fig. 27. Normalized energy/op for symmetric (a) and weight-only (b) scaling
in 2D serial and multibit-serial MACs (LOOM) [19]. Beware of the scale.

MAC (Fig. 21) proves to be highly efficient for both scaling
scenarios, distantly followed by the 1D 4-bit serial (Fig. 26)
MAC circuit.

The slope of 1D D&C SA units (Fig. 20) is one of the
lowest among spatial-unrolling architectures. In spite of being
built for weight-only scaling, the 2-level 1D D&C SA circuit
consumes more energy in 4b mode than data gating and saves
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merely as much in 2b mode (9%) as its 1-level variant. This
demonstrates that the 1D D&C SA architecture poorly scales
in terms of energy efficiency. On the contrary, the 1D D&C ST
architecture (Fig. 21) is highly efficient and proves to sustain
its efficiency with extra scalability levels.

Among spatially-unrolled architectures, the 2D D&C ST
MAC (Fig. 23) and the SWP ST MAC (Fig. 25) have the
sharpest energy drop when reducing precision symmetrically.
They lead to comparable savings at 2b precision (48% for
1-level and 68% for 2-level scalable designs). SWP ST MAC is
preferable when using 8b precision thanks to lower overheads,
while 2D D&C ST MAC should be favored when requiring
asymmetric scaling.

VI. COMPARATIVE STUDY

This section presents an overall comparison of all MAC
architectures in terms of energy per operation and throughput
per area, for 1V nominal supply as well as under DVFS.

A. Comparison of Scalable MACs at Nominal Voltage

Fig. 28 displays the feasible implementations and Pareto
frontiers for each precision-scalable MAC design at each
precision scenario, sweeping across a broad range of frequency
constraints at nominal supply voltage. Circuits are compared
in terms of energy per operation and throughput per area. The
best circuits are towards the bottom-right corners of subfigures.

At 8b precision (Fig. 28c), data gating is undeniably the
most efficient, capable of the highest throughput per area,
followed first by 1-level (bright colored dashed lines) and then
by 2-level (dark colored dotted lines) scalable designs which
suffer from longer critical paths.

When scaling precision symmetrically (Figs. 28a-b),
the 2D D&C ST and SWP ST architectures largely outper-
form other architectures in terms of energy per operation.
2D D&C SA circuits are by far the best for throughput-area
performance, but not energy efficiency, given their large non-
shared registers.

Note that 1-level scalable circuits stay the best compro-
mise at 4b precision and above, but this trend reverses at
2b precision, which is visible by the inversion of bright and
dark curves between left and center subfigures.

When only reducing weight precision down to 2b (Fig. 28d),
2-level 1D D&C ST architecture is optimal for energy while
its 1D D&C SA companion outshines for throughput-area
efficiency. At 4b precision (Fig. 28e), 1-level 1D D&C ST
and 1D 2-bit serial are best for energy, however the gains
over baseline are limited (20% at most). By-passing internal
additions, 1D D&C SA is advantaged for throughput, while
1D 2bit serial benefits from a smaller circuit area.

B. Comparison of Scalable MACs with DVFS

Fig. 29 displays the comparison and Pareto frontiers
of precision-scalable designs with DVFS between 0.8
and 1 V.

The relative comparison between designs is fairly similar
than at nominal voltage. However, the Pareto frontiers for
all designs are perceptibly larger than at nominal voltage,
especially regarding the range of achievable throughput-area
solutions. This is manifest for the SWP ST architecture for
example. DVFS offers one smooth degree of freedom to
utilize the circuits at the optimal energy point within a target
throughput or energy budget.

VII. COMPARATIVE STUDY ON USE-CASE RATIOS

A. Introduction and Methodology

The best scalable-precision circuit is neither the one with
the lowest consumption at reduced precision, nor the one with
the lowest overhead, nor the one with the steepest energy
scaling. The best circuit is the one that best optimizes its
application needs. Hence, this section offers a comparative
study for practical use cases of the MAC units, rather than
for each precision mode individually. Such study is vital
as it makes a direct link to the application level, and it
simplifies the analysis by combining many results into a single
trade-off.

Three case studies are assessed by defining the percentage
of operations the MAC does under each precision mode. For
simplicity, only the fraction of full-precision computations is
set, while the ratios of 4b and 2b operations are assumed equal.
Energy and throughput efficiencies are weighted considering
these ratios to redraw a global Pareto frontier.

Fig. 30 shows the case studies with full-precision preci-
sion representing 33%, 20%, and 5% of the computations,
respectively (2D 1-bit serial MACs have been omitted for
clarity due to their sub-optimality). Only nominal voltage is
considered here since the 1 V comparison results remain valid
with DVFS.

B. Equal Usage

First and foremost, when using all the precision modes
uniformly (left subfigures), the conventional MAC with simple
data gating is close to the most efficient architecture, but is
also by far the best in terms of throughput and area. Indeed,
no matter how efficient scaled operations are, being much
slower and energy-consuming, 8b computations are largely
dominant in the energy budget.

Note that even if 2b and 4b operations represent 66% of
computations in this use case, since these are often 2× to
15× faster in scaled precisions (c.f. V-C), the circuits stay in
these precision modes for a much shorter duration than to do
the 8b operations.

For symmetric scaling scenarios, the conventional MAC unit
is slightly outperformed by the 1-level SWP SA architecture
and by both 1-level and 2-level SWP ST circuits. On the other
hand, for weight-only scaling, the conventional units stay more
energy efficient, before 1-level 1D D&C SA and ST MAC
circuits.

C. 20% Full-Precision Computations

Fortunately, DNNs have proven resilient to higher percent-
age of scaled-precision computations. Lowering the amount
of full-precision operations down to 20% (central subfigures)
makes scalable MACs worth the efforts to lower energy
consumption for symmetric scaling scenarios. At this precision
ratio, SWP SA and ST designs exceed in energy efficiency
with up to 20% energy saving compared to data gating.

1-level SWP SA and ST circuits continue to surpass the
conventional MAC for symmetric scaling. In general, 1-level
scalable designs perform better than their 2-level equivalents,
except for the 2-level SWP ST circuits that outshine.

However, for the weight-only scaling scenario, scalable
MACs remain mostly inefficient in terms of energy. The
2-level 1D D&C ST architecture is hardly better than the
conventional MAC at the cost of considerably worst area-
throughput capability.
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Fig. 28. Comparison of MAC architectures synthesized in a 28 nm CMOS process at 1 V supply voltage in terms of energy/op and throughput/area.

Fig. 29. Comparison of MAC architectures synthesized in a 28 nm CMOS with DVFS in terms of energy/op and throughput/area.
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Fig. 30. Overall energy/op and throughput/area of MAC architectures utilized with 33%, 20% and 5% of 8b computations.

D. 5% Full-Precision Computations

Across real-world DNNs, some low-complexity applications
can use even less full-precision operations [14], e.g. only 
around 5%. This 8b-operation ratio is used for the third use 
case (right subfigures). At that proportion of 8b operations, 
SWP ST and 2D D&C ST largely outperform data gating in 
energy for symmetric scaling by 32% and 22%, respectively.

Eventually, some scalable MAC units are now beneficial 
for weight-only scaling scenarios, but energy gains are lower, 
at most 15% for 2-level 1D D&C ST, followed by 1-level 
1D D&C ST and 1D 4-bit serial MACs (8%).

While 1D D&C SA is consistently equivalent to data gating 
in energy for both symmetric and weight-only scenarios, it is 
the best architecture with respect to throughput per area, 
bringing 10% to 30% higher performance than data gating.

Even at that level, leaving 95% operations shared by 2b and 
4b precisions, no other MAC units can show benefit compared 
to a simple data-gated MAC. In particular, despite the recent 
trend for serial designs, all of them but the 1D 4-bit serial turn 
out inefficient in all scenarios.

These results confirm the importance for the designer to 
focus resources on what can bring the largest benefits rather 
than falling in the pitfall of implementing and optimizing 
to the lowest level, which can yield to limited or dimin-
ishing returns to the overall system. This strategy in the 
design trade-offs, recalling, at circuit level, Gene Amdahl’s 
law [32], should be one of the most pervasive principles for 
designers.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This work has introduced a new taxonomy of precision-
scalable MAC architectures, categorizing them among mul-
tiple criteria: the type of unrolling (spatial or temporal), 
the dimensions they unroll (1D, 2D or 2D symmetric) and, 
for spatial-based designs, their type of accumulation (Sum 
Together or Sum Apart). This new classification has not only 
categorized all existing architectures, but it has also uncovered 
new design patterns that can give designers array-level and 
algorithmic-level insights to choose the right type of process-
ing elements for their system. Along with this taxonomy, 
an exhaustive survey of state-of-the-art and further archi-
tectures has been carried out in order to clearly under-
stand their ground principles, features, connections, and 
differences.

A benchmarking and comparison of these architectures has 
then been conducted. Therein, all circuits have been imple-
mented in a 28 nm commercial CMOS process across a wide 
range of performance targets, with precision ranging from 
2 to 8 bits. This study has thoroughly analyzed, theoretically 
and numerically, the different scalable MAC units in terms of 
energy, throughput, bandwidth and area, aiming to understand 
the key trends to reduce computation costs in neural-network 
processing via precision scaling.

The results of this comparative study have highlighted 
that 2D D&C ST (BitFusion) [14] and SWP ST (ST) [16] 
have the highest energy efficiency for symmetric scaling
scenarios, while 1D D&C ST and 1D 4-bit serial [18] 
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are best for weight-scaling scenarios. In addition to that, 1D 
D&C SA (DNPU) [13] and 2D D&C SA exceed with high 
throughput for all scaling scenarios, but suffer together with 
2D D&C ST (BitFusion) from large varying bandwidth 
requirements. Despite the recent trend for 1D [17], [18] and 
2D [19], [20] serial designs, these are strongly penalized for 
both throughput and energy efficiency.

This comparison has been concluded by an exploration of 
three practical case studies of usage under fixed proportions of 
operations at each precision, revealing the large impact of full-
precision computations, even at a small proportion, in the 
overall energy budget. For symmetrical scaling scenarios, 
although being more efficient on low-precision computations 
individually, 2D D&C ST (BitFusion) is overtaken by SWP 
ST (ST) in any use case due to its higher overhead in full-
precision mode. For weight-only scenarios however, 
precision-configurable designs are found to be mostly 
ineffective, where 2-level 1D D&C ST becomes beneficial 
only at a very low proportion of full-precision operations.

The rise of deep-learning applications, which have proven 
strongly resilient to the use of scaled precisions, has induced a 
monumental trend and a shift towards this new research 
direction. Among the blossom of countless techniques and 
designs related to deep-learning processing, this work has 
summarized and clarified the advances on precision-scalable 
MAC circuits in order to bridge the gap up to the software 
community and bring embedded neural-network processing to 
an adulthood phase. Future research will incorporate these 
MAC-level understandings at higher levels of abstraction in 
order to eventually build up to the application level.
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